Abstract. This article proposes a new method to evaluate basic characteristics of the dynamics of a coherent plasma structure (blob). With this method, one can evaluate the propagation angle of a blob in a two-dimensional plasma cross section as well as the blob velocity, size, and amplitude from one-dimensional data. The method is applied to blob measurements from the 
Introduction
The dynamics of coherent plasma structures are intensively studied [1] not only for gaining scientific understanding of this self-organization but also in view of realization of a thermonuclear reactor. For instance, in order to reduce the heat load towards the first wall or divertor of a nuclear reactor, the dynamics of coherent plasma structures in the scrape-off layer (SOL), so called plasma blob filaments, are deeply investigated (see reviews in [2, 3] ). The radial non-diffusive transport of coherent plasma structures produce a non-exponentially decaying density tail in the SOL [4, 5] , which can lead to the increase of impurities and recycling rate on the first wall. In order to explain the radial transport, several theoretical models are proposed [6, 7, 8] . In these theories, the main mechanism which induces E × B radial transport is considered to be a ∇B drift driven charge separation in the blob filament. The charge separation is balanced by creating a closed current loop by, for instance, an ion polarization current or sheath current at the limiter or divertor plate. The blob size determines the dominant element of the current loop closure, which results in a blob size dependence of the radial velocity.
In that context, many experimental observations of the interrelation between blob size and radial velocity are performed to examine the theoretical models [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] .
For the study of blob dynamics including such a blob scaling, two-dimensional measurements are widely used [9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16] . In addition to the blob size and the radial velocity scaling, two-dimensional measurements of the blob velocity are important because the background poloidal flow and flow shear can affect transport processes. Also tilted structures carried by the flow can lead to misinterpretation of the time delays in terms of velocity direction and amplitude [17] . Recently, the focus is directed at poloidal momentum transport by blobs, in order to explain shear flow generation at the boundary of the edge/SOL region [18, 19] .
Although the two-dimensional measurements develop remarkably in modern plasma experimental systems, some difficulties, e.g., signal interpretation or complication of the installation, as well as spatial restriction, still exist. In contrast, simple one-dimensional measurement is routinely used in many devices. In this article, we propose a new method which enables us to evaluate the propagation angle of a blob in the two-dimensional plasma cross section as well as the blob velocity, size and amplitude. The method is applied to blob measurements from the Lithium beam emission spectroscopy (Li-BES) system in ASDEX-Upgrade (AUG) [20] . Statistical features of the observed blob velocities, angles of propagation, sizes and amplitudes are discussed. The validity of the method is examined by comparing two values of the propagation angle that are evaluated in an independent manner.
Analysis method
The schematic view of the one-dimensional blob detection system is shown in Fig. 1 .
The Cartesian coordinate drawn in Fig. 1 is used to describe the direction of the blob motion on the poloidal cross-section, where the radial and poloidal directions correspond to x and y directions, respectively. For simplicity, the following three assumptions of propagation characteristics are used for the explanation: (1) The blob has a circular shape in the poloidal cross section with a monopole density perturbation (e.g., twodimensional Gaussian distribution) [11, 15] , and keeps its shape in a rigid manner during . This is also given as v delay = v/ cos θ geometrically. In contrast, the motion of 'B' shows the evolution of the peak position on the one-dimensional spatial distribution of the signal.
The peak position at time t is defined as x max (t), and the velocity of 'B' is given as
Another expression v peak = v cos θ is also utilized from Fig. 1 (a).
Data processing of a set of signals from the diagnostics gives us v delay and v peak simultaneously at every blob event, and from the pair of velocities, the blob velocity v and the propagation direction θ are obtained as
and
respectively. In Fig. 1 (b) , the illustration which depicts a typical spatiotemporal In the practical case, the above three assumptions can sometimes be violated. For example, asymmetric blob shapes, e.g., blob that has a strong gradient in the front and a weak gradient in the rear, have been observed in the experiments and numerical simulations [21, 22, 23, 24] . In addition, Li-BES signal generally tends to have an asymmetry in the radial direction because of the finite lifetime of the excited electrons as discussed in Ref. [20] . These asymmetric data shapes result in a distortion to the contour map of the spatiotemporal evolution. In the case of the blob that has steep gradient in the front, the center-of-mass of the contour might be shifted toward the bottom left side. Temporal changes in the blob velocity and size also affect the contour map by bending and/or blurring the trajectory. Nevertheless, as far as one can capture the trajectory of the points 'A' and 'B', the propagation velocity and angle are properly obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2), even if the spatiotemporal evolution contour is distorted.
Application of the method
The method proposed above is applied to data from an L-mode plasma of the discharge The main diagnostic of this study is the Lithium beam emission spectroscopy (Li-BES) system [26, 20] . The adaptability of the Li-BES system for blob measurement was recently demonstrated in AUG [12, 20] . An externally injected neutral Li-beam emits Li I line radiation by reactions with plasma particles, from which the electron density can be deduced. The optical head houses more than 20 channels of detectors (elliptic shape with minor axis and major axis of about 5 mm and 11 mm, respectively), arranged in the direction of the major plasma radius with 6 − 7 mm distance between adjacent channels. The Lithium beam is installed about 32 cm above the outer (low-field side) mid-plane, where the angle between the beam line and the plasma minor radius is smaller than 20 degree. In this discharge, the positions of the detected volumes correspond to ρ p ∼ 0.92 − 1.1 in terms of the normalized poloidal flux coordinate, A conditional averaging technique is applied for each blob event as performed in
Ref. [12] . The reference position is set at ρ p = 1.043, and a threshold value of µ + 3σ is employed to determine the onset of a blob event, where µ and σ denote the mean value and the standard deviation of the signal at the reference position. During the time interval t = 2.4 − 2.8 s, 28 independent blob events are selected. Figure 3 Ref. [12, 20] . Because of these effects, perturbation in the emission profile caused by a density perturbation that has a certain width tends to be radially elongated from the original density perturbation width. Sensitivity study well resolved relation between a and δx, as a ∼ 1.5(δx − 1) cm in the SOL. In addition to δx, the amplitude of the blob in the emission profile, δI, is also obtained as the maximum value. Linearity between the relative density perturbation δn e /n e and emission perturbation δI/Ī was also demonstrated by the sensitivity study in the SOL region. Therefore, we conclude that the blob parameters obtained from the emission profile substantially reflect the parameters of the actual density blobs, although the density perturbation and emission perturbation are not identical. Figure 3 (a) also shows that the spatiotemporal pattern is almost point-symmetric with respect to its maximum. This implies that the above assumption, i.e., the blob does not change its shape and amplitude during propagation on the line of the diagnostic array for this blob event, is roughly satisfied in this case.
Using the proposed method, blob parameters are computed for each event. In the SOL, a certain propagation velocity v is determined by the local electric field inside the blob filament that is created by the dipole electrostatic potential structure.
The blobs can travel in arbitrary directions depending on the orientation of the dipole vector, which determines the direction of the electric field in the blob filament and of the E × B direction. As a result, the radial propagation velocities v x strongly depends on the angles θ with almost fixed total blob velocity v. The validity of blob parameters evaluated with the new method is confirmed. In Fig. 1 (a) , a blob signal is detected for the first time with a detector in the diagnostic array when OB = a. Then, the blob passes over the diagnostic array with OB < a, and finally, again OB becomes a. The distance between two points where the blob is detected at the first time and last time is defined as l tr . From the trajectory of 'B'
shown in Fig. 3 (a) , l tr is evaluated. If the blob satisfies the three assumptions remarked above, a relation,
should hold. (3) is seen.
Conclusion and summary
In this article, we have proposed a new method which evaluates the propagation angle, the velocity and the size of a plasma blob from one-dimensional data. The method calculates these quantities by means of two different velocities that are obtained from a one-dimensional measurement, i.e., the velocity of spatial-and temporal-peak positions in a spatiotemporal evolution signal. After the explanation of the calculation procedure, the method was applied to data from the Lithium beam emission spectroscopy (Li-BES) system in AUG. In the present experimental condition, the statistically evaluated blob 
